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900 - Customer service and sales internship in Barcelona

Location: Barcelona, Spain

Languages: Spanish (Intermediate) and English (Intermediate)

Fields: Business Administration , Customer Relationship Management, Customer Service and

Sales

Extra benefits: Salary of 200-300€.

Description:

Our collaborator is a company that already runs a fleet of more than a 1.000 scooters in Spain’s most touristic cities. The

company rents scooters on a short and long term basis; basically to everyone who wants to experience the city from a

different perspective, beyond the one of a normal tourist. Offices in Barcelona, Ibiza, Formentera and many more cities.

Company is looking for two interns to join their marketing department in Barcelona and support them in the development

of new markets and the customer relations, helping the customers during the buying process. You will be working in an

international and dynamic environment, in the city center of Barcelona!

Tasks:

- Customer service.

- Sales.

- Renting contracts management.

- Use the ESR of the company.

- Tourist information.

Requirements:

- English, Spanish, Other languages preferably.

Salary and other benefits:

200€ per month to help in living costs

Working hours:

40 hours per week
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1080 - German - Management

Location: Cádiz , Spain

Languages: English (Advanced)

Fields: Hospitality, Management, Project Management and Tourism

Extra benefits: Salary of 200-300€. Includes accommodation.

Description:

Our collaborator is a luxury hotel chain awarded with 4 stars located in Conil de la Frontera in Cádiz, Spain. The team of

the hotel chain is now lookig for new interns to join their team.

You can get the best out of this experience learning new things and, at the same time, having fun.

The hotel in Conil de la Frontera is offering a position in the Management department.

Position: Management

Main tasks:

- Customer Support.

- Services supervision (A & B, animation-experiences).

- Review and supervision of common areas and rooms.

- Guest reviews management.

- Supervision of the company web images.

- Other follow-up and study work that the Manager could order, on demand

- Execution supporting of interventions on the compliance of operational procedures, in administrative tasks related to

the strategic objectives of the center both customer satisfaction and economic, in the management of the agenda, in

sales management and event coordination.

Requirements:

German (high level) and good english.
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Benefits:

300 euros per month

Accommodation and all meals

Location:

Conil de la Frontera, Cádiz

Duration:

March – October 2017
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967 - Growth position Internship in Sevilla, Spain

Location: Sevilla, Spain

Languages: English (Intermediate)

Fields: Business Administration , Communication / Journalism, Copywriting, International

Business, Management, Marketing, Social Media and Tourism

Extra benefits: Salary of 200-300€.

Description:

Our collaborator is a leading online booking platform dedicated to unique nature-based accommodations around the

world. The headquarters of the company are located in Seville, Spain. Our partner is a multi-cultural, start up company

which gives his customers an access to the nature and truly unique accommodation with the comforts one would find in

a hotel.

Position 1: Growth Assistant

Tasks:

- Analyzing different worldwide geographical areas

- Looking for potential clients

- Searching and creating new leads by planning and organizing daily work

- Gathering market and customer information

- Attending team meetings

- Being responsible for your own goals and tasks

Requirements:

- English at a native standard level

-  Having knowledge of our current target markets

-  Studies on tourism, business, psychology or social engineering

-  Experience working with CRM    

-  Knowledge of computer keyboard shortcut keys

-  Good level of English

-  Proactive and creative 

-  Excel skills

Conditions: 

40h/week

200€/monthly
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802 - Customer service

Location: Sevilla, Spain

Languages: Spanish (Intermediate) and English (Intermediate)

Fields: Communication / Journalism, Events, Public Relations, Sales and Tourism

Description:

Our collaborator is a well-known design hotel in the centre of the capital of Andalusia being a reference in the whole

country for it´s design, location and concept. The hotel is located in the historical Centre of Seville in front of the

Cathedral and a couple of minutes away from the shopping streets.

The hotel is exclusive, having only 60 rooms of 5 different types. Every room is fully equipped and created with a

difference concept. The location is an amazing complex consisting of 7 restaurants, cocktail bars, wellness spa, outdoor

swimming pool and a great big terrace

With this internship you will develop skills such as organization, responsibility and commercial skills. You will be

immersed in a multilingual environment so you will be able to learn and practice languages.

Customer service:

-Customer care

-Tourism information

-Site Inspection Protocols

-Good level of Spanish

-Right kind of attitude and appropriate looks

-Knowledge and assistance to important meetings

Requirements: 

-All the positions require fluent English. 

-The other requirements are depending on the positioning, so for each position the requirements which are needed will

be indicated.

Benefits: 

- Housing in the city center of Seville 

- Meals 

- Locker 

- Training day
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648 - Internships in events and entertainment in Spain (Accommodation + food

included)

Location: Girona, Spain

Languages: English (Intermediate)

Fields: Hospitality, Hotel, Sports and Tourism

Extra benefits: Includes accommodation.

Description:

Our partner is a company that organizes animation activities, social events, children’s entertainment and tourist

activities, with a constantly creative approach. Currently they are looking for interns to work in their hotels in Salou. The

intern will work alongside the entertainment team and support the event managers. The intern will have a tutor

supervising them at all times.

Tasks:

The intern will be supporting the entertainment team in the development of the following activities:

- Sport activities (football, volleyball, etc.)

- Cultural activities (City tours)

- Recreational activities (Dances, Crafts)

- Games, Dancing Shows

Language requirements:

- English, 

- Spanish will be an advantage.

Other requirements:

-The candidate should be a dynamic person, decisive and sympathize with children.

Benefits:

- Accommodation and food will be provided

Locations:

Salou (Tarragona), Benidorm (Valencia), Malaga,  Girona

Working hours:

40 hours per week
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487 - Customer service, public relations, entertaining and events department in

Barcelona

Location: Barcelona, Spain

Languages: English (Intermediate)

Fields: Events, Hotel, Reception and Tourism

Extra benefits: Includes accommodation.

Description:

Our collaborator is a young and modern hostel located in Barcelona city centre area. Their philosophy is to offer their

guest a unique experience during their stay. Guests at the hostel share a cozy chill-out lounge with TV, projector and

videogames. Bar with food and drinks, a fully equipped communal kitchen, an spacious terrace, outdoor jacuzzi,

unlimited internet use, and computers.

Tasks:

PR

-Welcoming guests and giving general information about the city.

-Helping reception and bar with their daily tasks(costumers service)

-Promoting and informing the guests about daily/weekly activities.

-Creating and developing hostel events.

-Promoting the company in Social Media platforms.

-Taking our guests to special city events and festivals, organizing trips...

BAR

-Assisting with bar service

-Preparing drinks

-Serving customers

RECEPTION

-Assisting reception colleagues

-Giving guests all information about Hostel regulations, explaining Hostel facilities to arriving guests

-Checking guests in and out

-Helping customers

EVENTS & ENTERTAINING

- Arranging city tours and activities

- Guiding customers

- Planning events and happenings

- Providing information for tourists

Languages: 

- good level of English.  

- Spanish and French is not a requirement but a communicative level would be an advantage 
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- Any other language would be a plus.

Other requirements:

- communicative and dynamic, 

- outgoing 

- always a positive attitude 

Benefits:

- Free accommodation at the hostel shared with working colleagues

- You will get 60€/month as pocket money
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495 - Reception and Customer management internship in Barcelona

Location: Barcelona, Spain

Languages: Spanish (Intermediate) and English (Intermediate)

Fields: Hospitality, Hotel, Reception and Tourism

Extra benefits: Salary of 100-200€. Includes accommodation.

Description:

Our collaborator is a high quality Hostels chain, based in Spain and the United States. Awarded by Tripadvisor during

many years as the best hostels in Spain, they are customer oriented being really important for them the customer care

and the relation with the guests. Their staff is fun and close, making the stay of the customers as good as possible.

Reception and Customer relationship management position:

Tasks:

As a Reception and Customer relationship management member of a hostel, you will have to get involved in many

different tasks, whilst remaining positive and keeping a smile on your face when dealing with customers. We really

believe that this will be a really good experience to get to know different hotel working areas.

Main tasks

- Develop customer service policies and procedures

- Handle face-to-face enquiries from customers

- Checking guests in and out

- Basic concierge assistance

- Planning and organizing group arrivals

- Day to day processing and input of group reservations while following hotel reservations policy

- Maintaining a positive selling approach to maximise yield in both occupancy and rates

- Liaising with other departments to prepare for group arrivals

- Assisting the Front office with closing accounts

- Answering all of the calls promptly in a courteous and efficient manner

Requirements

- Fluent in English

- Able to provide a training agreement

- Open to work in different shifts Morning - Afternoon - Night, depending on the candidate.

- Some of the positions may require a certain level of Spanish.

Benefits

The internship is paid 100 € a month + Accommodation with the other staff and breakfast. Internet is also provided as

well as living expenses as water, electricity, etc..
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